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AI-Based Two-Stage Intrusion Detection for
Software Defined IoT Networks
Jiaqi Li , Zhifeng Zhao , Rongpeng Li , and Honggang Zhang

Abstract—Software defined Internet of Things (SD-IoT)
networks profit from centralized management and interactive
resource sharing, which enhances the efficiency and scalability
of Internet of Things applications. But with the rapid growth in
services and applications, they are vulnerable to possible attacks
and face severe security challenges. Intrusion detection has been
widely used to ensure network security, but classical detection
methods are usually signature-based or explicit-behavior-based
and fail to detect unknown attacks intelligently, which makes
it hard to satisfy the requirements of SD-IoT networks. In this
paper, we propose an artificial intelligence-based two-stage intru-
sion detection empowered by software defined technology. It
flexibly captures network flows with a global view and detects
attacks intelligently. We first leverage Bat algorithm with swarm
division and binary differential mutation to select typical features.
Then, we exploit Random Forest through adaptively altering the
weights of samples using the weighted voting mechanism to clas-
sify flows. Evaluation results prove that the modified intelligent
algorithms select more important features and achieve superior
performance in flow classification. It is also verified that our solu-
tion shows better accuracy with lower overhead compared with
existing solutions.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence (AI), intrusion detection,
network security, software defined Internet of Things (SD-IoT).

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things (IoT) is an evolving technology
which provides ubiquitous connectivity and interactions

between the physical and cyber worlds [1]. However, the
rapid increase in the number and diversity of smart devices
connected to the Internet has raised the issues of flexibility,
efficiency, and availability within the current IoT networks. As
an essential trend of IoT networks, the emergence of software
defined IoT (SD-IoT) networks [2] provide a manageable solu-
tion, which has drawn significant attention. Benefiting from
the advantages of software defined network (SDN) [3], SDN-
based approaches facilitate the supervision of network status
and the collection of information under centralized control
in an active manner. Moreover, they also optimize network
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management and resource allocation flexibly owing to soft-
ware programmability in order to meet the diverse demands of
IoT networks. Nevertheless, the development of SD-IoT does
not totally eliminate various security issues and challenges.
In order to address these problems, it is urgent to build up
effective and intelligent algorithms for enforcing the security
of SD-IoT networks [4].

As an indispensable technology in network security, intru-
sion detection dynamically monitor abnormal behaviors in a
system and indicate whether some events are susceptible to an
attack [5]. There are two main categories of intrusion detec-
tion techniques: 1) misuse detection and 2) anomaly detection.
Misuse detection is usually signature-based, which can only
detect known attacks by matching the behaviors of incoming
intrusions with the historical knowledge and predefined rules.
Anomaly detection automatically constructs a normal behavior
of the systems and stubbornly detects incoming intrusions by
explicitly computing deviations. It can recognize novel attacks
but may raise false alarms as well.

To overcome the limitations of traditional intrusion detec-
tion, artificial intelligence (AI) has been taken into account for
intelligent detection. AI-based schemes can automatically dis-
cover deep knowledge or patterns from the historical data and
make wise judgments to predict network intrusions [6], [7].
Though, there have been a few researches on combining IDS
and AI, they are still incapable of universally precise detec-
tion and robustly considering the evolution and development
of SD-IoT networks.

In this paper, we propose an advanced intrusion detection
technology using AI algorithms based on SD-IoT architecture.
More specifically, we apply a combination of enhanced AI
algorithms to perform feature selection and flow classification,
which are two crucial steps in intrusion detection. In particular
for feature selection, we take advantage of improved bat algo-
rithm (BA) by splitting the whole swarm into subgroups using
K-means method so that each subgroup can learn within and
among different populations more efficiently. Besides, binary
differential mutation is also employed to increase the diversity
of individuals. For flow classification, we optimize random
forest (RF) through updating the weight of each sample after
building each tree iteratively and making the final decision by
using a weighted voting mechanism.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the related research works. Section III
introduces the AI-based two-stage intrusion detection empow-
ered by software defined technology. Section IV describes
the proposed BA algorithm for feature selection. Section V
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presents the improved RF algorithm for traffic classifica-
tion. Section VI presents the performance evaluation results.
Section VII summarizes this paper and points out the potential
future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

As a critical enabling technology, SDN radically rev-
olutionizes the way network operators will architect and
coordinate, and meets the demands of IoT networks in
terms of performance and reliability. It dynamically man-
ages network configurations and provides flexible service-
provisioning mechanisms in a centralized control manner [8].
Accordingly, the combination of IoT and SDN has attracted
tremendous research interests. In [9], an architecture with
SDN-based IoT framework coupled with network function-
ality virtualization is introduced. A general implementation
is provided by virtualizing the IoT gateway, which makes it
possible for the IoT network to be more dynamic, scalable,
and elastic. Another IoT architecture originating from SDN to
overcome big data problems is proposed in [10]. By evaluating
the usefulness of the sensed values in the lower layers (espe-
cially in the gateway layer) instead of in the application layer,
the number of packets being sent to the Internet is reduced,
which overcomes the problems related to huge data volumes.

The advancement of SDN has strengthened IoT security
through supporting the supervision of network status and the
collection of flow statistics. It also provides network-layer
security services, such as packet routing, identity authentica-
tion, and automated security management from a global view,
which facilitates the detection and prevention of attacks [11].
However, SD-IoT networks still face severe security challenges
as new attacks quickly appear. Therefore, several previous
studies have investigated the ability of SDN and introduces
various solutions to improve IoT security. In [12], it pro-
poses an identity-based authentication scheme for IoT based
on SDN. The specific identity formats used by different com-
munication protocols are mapped to a shared identity and
a trusted certificate authority is implemented on the SDN
controller. Nobakht et al. [13] also proposed a host-based
intrusion detection and mitigation framework for IoT, in which
the network visibility and flexibility properties of SDN are
exploited and modules of intrusion detection and mitigation
are implemented at the SDN controller. Moreover, remote
security management is provided by the third-party enti-
ties that offer “security as a service.” A flow-based security
approach for IoT devices is proposed using an SDN gateway
in [14]. It aims to mitigate distributed denial-of-service attacks
that violates service availability by monitoring traffic flows and
anomalous behaviors. These proposed schemes are applicable
for solving specific types of security problems and can only
perform well under certain conditions or in specific cases.

As the focus of network security, intrusion detection has
gained intensive attentions and wide investigations in recent
years [15]. Most existing methods depend on predefined rules,
which are still unable to recognize uprising new attacks intel-
ligently. In terms of this issue, various machine learning algo-
rithms with flow-based classification have been adopted for

Fig. 1. AI-based two-stage intrusion detection for SD-IoT networks.

solving such problems [16]. Most often, there are two stages in
this process: 1) feature selection and 2) flow classification. The
former stage addresses high dimensional data efficiently and
decreases the number of features from a noisy dataset, which
improves the learning efficiency and prediction accuracy of
flow classification. Recently, a variety of swarm intelligence
(SI) algorithms, such as ant colony optimization (ACO) [17]
and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [18], have been applied
for selecting optimal features as well. The latter stage dis-
tinguishes network flows by marking whether they belong
to specific types of attacks or benign traffic. Le et al. [19]
proposed a network-based intrusion detection and prevention
system which performs C4.5 algorithm to build the decision
tree for classifying the traffic. Kim et al. [20] proposed a
three-layer recurrent neural network which is capable of auto-
matically finding the correlations between flow records and
acting as a neural classifier for misuse detection. However,
current algorithms are still inadequate for effectively select-
ing optimal features and detecting new types of attacks with
a lower cost under different circumstances owing to their
inherent limitations. Therefore, we need to optimize exist-
ing algorithms for the two critical stages to detect network
intrusions efficiently and adaptively.

III. AI-BASED TWO STAGE INTRUSION DETECTION

In this paper, we propose a two-stage intrusion detection
using AI algorithms under SD-IoT networks (see Fig. 1).
Taking advantage of SDN, it captures network packets and
collects status information with centralized control. The con-
trollers partition network packets into flows and delivers them
to the upper layer. In this way, flow-based intelligent intru-
sion detection can be implemented using AI algorithms in two
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stages. It selects optimal flow features and detects network
anomalies by classifying each flow into specific categories.
Afterward, the controllers manage resource arrangement and
organize specific actions for defending from attacks according
to the classification results.

We apply two artificial intelligent algorithms in the two
main stages of the intrusion detection process. SI algorithms
have been widely adopted for global optimization through
heuristic searching iteratively. As a promising novel SI algo-
rithm, BA solves feature selection problems with outstanding
performance and behaves better than traditional SI algorithms
with simpler structure, fewer parameters, and stronger robust-
ness. Therefore, in the first stage, we enhance BA to improve
its ability for searching optimal features. As an ensemble
method, RF can prevent overfitting and makes final decisions
using majority voting. It has been validated that it outperforms
other algorithms in various situations in terms of prediction
accuracy with a tolerable time complexity, which gains much
more popularities in classification. So in the second stage,
we optimize RF algorithm to classify the network traffic into
different classes of attacks using the selected features as input.

IV. IMPROVED BAT ALGORITHM FOR

FEATURE SELECTION

BA [21] is a metaheuristic algorithm for achieving global
optimization. It was inspired by the echolocation behavior of
micro-bats with varying pulse rates of emission and loudness.
Population of identical bat individuals fly randomly searching
for their target and use echolocation to perceive the envi-
ronment and identify their prey. The solution to this kind of
problem is given by the position of the bats and the method
optimizes the problem by improving a candidate solution. The
quality of the solution is measured by its fitness function.

For the feature selection process, we apply Binary BA
(BBA) in this paper. It is a modified version of BA, which
describes the bat’s motion in a d-dimensional binary space in
this paper. In order to adapt BBA for feature selection, we
define the bat’s position as the selected subset of features.
Each coordinate with a value of 0 implies the absence of a
feature, while a value of 1 reflects its presence in the selected
subset of attributes. The feature selection process consists in
iterations of position moving and target searching. The fitness
function will be the evaluation metrics of the classifier after it
has been trained with the selected features.

Although BA has achieved great performance, it still suf-
fers from getting trapped into local minima easily. Since
each bat is only strongly influenced by the global minima,
it cannot exchange information with its neighbors efficiently.
Moreover, the algorithm lacks a mutation mechanism, which
leads to scarce positions of the swarm. In order to address
these problems, we enhance the algorithm in the following
two ways.

A. Swarm Division

At each iteration during the process, the whole swarm (the
total number of individuals is N) is divided into several sub-
groups (e.g., K) using K-means algorithm referring to the

Fig. 2. Bat swarm division.

distances between them (see Fig. 2). Members in each group
are adjacent to each other with similar fitnesses. There are two
levels in the mechanism. In the first level, general individuals
within each subgroup only learn from their present local min-
ima and direct to it through altering their velocity, which is
influenced by both the local minima and their historical best
positions. In the second level, the local minima with higher
fitnesses likewise aim toward the global optima so that global
optimal information can be exchanged. In this way, bats hier-
archically learn from the superiority and move slightly toward
a better position iteratively without being dominated by some
specific bats. All the bats will be regrouped after each iteration
until the algorithm terminates.

For each subgroup n (n = 1, 2, . . . , K), we select the
local minima, whose position is Mn. For all the subgroups,
the global best bat is found located in G. Each bat retains
its previous best position as Pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). For the
ith individual, its flight is described by its location in space
xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d) and velocity vi = (vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,d),
where d is the problem dimension. fi is the frequency of
the bat. At each iteration t, the individuals will update their
internal variables fi, vi, and xi as

fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin) · β (1)

where β ∈ [0,1] is a random vector drawn from a uniform
distribution. When applying the swarm division mechanism,
the bat updates its velocity in two typical situations as follows.

For the nonlocal-minima individuals in each subgroup

vt
ij = Wt · vt−1

ij +
(

xt−1
ij − Mt−1

n

)
· fi +

(
xt−1

ij − Pt−1
i

)
· Ct.

(2)

For the local-minima individuals of each subgroup

vt
ij = Wt · vt−1

ij +
(

xt−1
ij − Gt−1

)
· fi +

(
xt−1

ij − Pt−1
i

)
· Ct

(3)

xt
ij =

{−1, S(vt
ij) > δ

0, otherwise
(4)
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where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a random and S is a Sigmoid function.
In each iteration, Wt is the inertia weight for each bat and
Ct is the self-learning factor of each bat. Wmax, Wmin, Cmax,
and Cmin are the maximum and the minimum of W and C,
respectively. NT is the largest number of iterations. The two
variables are calculated as

Wt = Wmax − (Wmax − Wmin) · t

Nt
(5)

Ct = Cmin + (Cmax − Cmin) ·
⎛
⎝1 −

arccos
[(

(−2)·t
Nt

)
+ 1

]

π

⎞
⎠.

(6)

We introduce the linearly decreasing inertia weight Wt,
which varies as the iterations progress to improve the
optimization ability of the algorithm. In the early iterations,
the bat with a higher inertia weight as well as a greater speed
possess a strong global search ability. Later, a smaller inertia
weight contributes to a more accurate local search, which
accelerates the rate of convergence.

By employing the parameter Ct, we slightly enhance the
velocity updating by taking advantage of the historical expe-
rience of the bats. The dynamically adjusting parameter
indicates the influence of the previous best position of each
bat on the current speed. The bat with larger Ct retains its own
position with a better exploration ability initially. Afterward,
the position of the bat tends to be greatly affected by the global
best bat which elevates its exploitation ability.

Initially, each bat should have different values of loudness Ai

and pulse emission rate ri, which can be realized by random-
ization. As the iterations proceed, the bats have to be updated
accordingly. When the bat comes closer to its target, it will
decrease Ai and increase ri

At
i = α · At−1

i (7)

rt
i = r0

i · [
1 − e−γ ·t] (8)

where α(0 < α < 1) and γ (> 0) are constants. In order
to improve the variability of the discovered solutions, the bat
performs random walk and generates a new solution through
a local search

xnew = xold + δ · A∗
t (9)

where δ is a random number between −1 and 1. A∗
t is the

average loudness of all bats at iteration t.

B. Binary Differential Mutation

After updating the location of bats at each iteration,
we further apply the mutation mechanism of Differential
Evolution [22] to BA algorithm, which enhances the diversity
of the population and the ability of bats to jump out of local
optima. It disturbs the target value by using the differences
between randomly selected individuals in the swarm. Since the
original method can only solve continuous optimization prob-
lems, we put forward a binary differential evolution algorithm
using bit operations based on swarm division.

In the proposed new algorithm, the location and velocity of
each bat in space are represented through binary strings. We

leverage logical operations to implement the mutation process,
where “+” represents the “XOR” operation, illustrated as “∧”
and “⊕” represents the “OR” operation, illustrated as “|.” rand
is a random number generated between 0 and 1. “·” means
that if the condition rand < Ft is satisfied, the operations
in the parentheses will be carried out. Suppose that vector
A = (a1, a2, . . . , an), vector B = (b1, b2, . . . , bn), and vector
C = (c1, c2, . . . , cn), then

A + B = (a1 ∧ b1, a2 ∧ b2, . . . , an ∧ bn) (10)

A ⊕ B = (a1|b1, a2|b2, . . . , an|bn) (11)

C + (A ⊕ B) · F =
{

C ∧ (A|B), rand < Ft

C, otherwise.
(12)

At iteration t for the ith bat, if rand < Pt, we conduct the muta-
tion on the velocity of the current bat as follows. Otherwise,
we do nothing

vt
ij = xt−1

r5 +
(

xt−1
r1 ⊕ xt−1

r2

)
· Ft +

(
xt−1

r3 ⊕ xt−1
r4

)
· Ft.

(13)

In the above equation, r1, r2, and r5 are randomly selected
bats in the same subgroup of the target, while r3 and r4 are
bats selected from the distinctive subgroups. To implement the
mechanism, we select a random individual within the same
subgroup as the target bat and add some disturbance to it to
generate a variation. This disturbance consists of the differ-
ences between both the individuals in the same group as well
as that for individuals from different groups. The advance of
the operation maintains the superiority of the original popula-
tion without being destroyed by the unnecessary mutations. In
addition, it also brings into the diversity of different subgroups
so as to promote the evolution of the whole swarm.

Pt is the mutation probability that controls whether bats
perform the mutation operations or not. It varies adaptively
with the number of iterations to obtain better search abilities.
NT is the largest number of iterations. Pt is calculated as

Pt =
√

t

Nt − 1
. (14)

At early iterations, each bat can make full use of its ability to
search within a larger space with a small mutation probability.
As the number of iterations increases, it is more likely for
bats to mutate, which breaks the constraints of local minima
to avoid any premature convergence.

Ft is the shrinkage factor, which is randomly generated
between 0 and 1. The shrinkage factor F regulates the varia-
tion of individuals by controlling the effect of the differential
vectors. Larger values of F are conductive to maintaining
the diversity of the population, whereas smaller values of F
enables bats with better local search ability. Fmax and Fmin
are the maximum and minimum of F, respectively, which is
calculated as

Ft = Fmin + (Fmax − Fmin) · Nt − t

Nt
. (15)

The modification of BA will ensure the algorithm with bet-
ter exploration ability at early stage and higher exploitation
at the later stage. The division of the swarm allows for effi-
cient learning among similar individuals in the vicinity within
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Fig. 3. Main steps of improved BA.

each subgroup meanwhile sharing optimal information among
the subgroups through the local minima. In this way, each
bat can step toward the global best gradually without being
trapped into the local minima in avoid of its drastic influence.
By applying the binary differential mutation, the proposed
approach also increases the diversity of the swarm and pre-
vents it from getting trapped into local minima, which also
accelerates the rate of convergence. The main steps of the
new algorithm are given in Fig. 3.

V. IMPROVED RANDOM FOREST FOR

FLOW CLASSIFICATION

As an ensemble machine learning algorithm, RF [23] has
been widely used for processing high dimension dataset col-
laterally and preventing over-fitting to some extent. However,
it degrades its performance in the minority classes of data
when dealing with an imbalanced dataset. Since the samples
are randomly selected with replacement when building trees,
the minority classes with fewer samples are less likely to be
selected and learned. In addition, we find that the cost of
misclassifying minority classes is even higher than that for
majority classes, which means that it is a crucial issue for

improving detection rate. Therefore, we need to optimize the
algorithm as in the following ways.

A. Weight Initialization

Usually, the weight of each sample is initialized similarly as
(1/N) (N is the total number of the samples in the dataset) and
the sum of weights is 1. In this way, each sample has equal
probability of being selected. In our mechanism, we initialize
each training sample with a different weight according to the
class that it belongs to. Corresponding to the original distri-
bution of each class in our dataset, we initialize the weights
of five classes as 0.3, 0.15, 0.35, 0.05, and 0.15. It reduces
the weights of the majority class while boosting those of the
minority class. Initially, the total number of samples in class
j (j = 0, 1, . . . , 4) is Nj, and the weight of each sample w0,i

(i = 1, 2, . . . , Nj) is calculated as

w0,i = wj

Nj
(16)

W0 = (
w0,1, w0,2, . . . , w0,i, . . . , w0,N

)
(17)

where wj is the weight of class j. w0,i represents the proba-
bility of each sample being selected from the N samples. In
this way, the minority samples can be selected and paid more
attention to instead of over-selecting the abundant samples in
the majority class. We randomly select N samples using the
roulette wheel selection scheme from the original dataset with
replacement to train each tree.

B. Weight Updating

After building each tree, we update the weight of each sam-
ple according to the result it is classified. The weights of
misclassified samples are increased while samples classified
correctly are reduced. Consequently, we can stress more con-
cern on the samples which are misclassified. Those samples
with higher weights are more likely to be selected and learned
in the next tree. We calculate the accuracy am using the error
rate em of tree m (m = 1, 2, . . . , M) under the whole dataset
and update the weight of the sample wm+1,i as follows. We
use ea to boost the weights of misclassified samples and e−a

for those correctly classified. M is the predefined number of
trees for training. Zm is the scaling factor so that the total sum
of weights remains 1

am = 0.5 · ln
1 − em

em
(18)

wm+1,i = wm,i

Zm
· β · e±a (19)

Zm =
N∑

i=1

wm,i · β · e±a. (20)

We use a cost-sensitive way of learning by altering the
weight of each sample. For the purpose of training, the mis-
classified samples in distinctive classes, specifically, we update
the weight of each sample to a high extent by controlling the
β factor in (19) considering the four situations are presented in
Table I, where m and n are the sum of weights in the majority
and minority classes, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Improved RF.

TABLE I
VALUES OF β CALCULATED FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES

From the table, we can see that, for the minority classes,
we obviously increase the weights of misclassified samples,
but slightly decrease those which are classified into the right
class. For the majority classes, it is just the opposite. By using
this method, the minority samples can be selected and trained
consistently and iteratively without degrading their weights
considerably when building trees. The weight update operation
can also prevent samples from repetitively over-training.

C. Weighted Voting

Now that the classification ability of each tree varies among
different classes, the traditional method using the majority
votes of all the trees to obtain the final result cannot be used
anymore. We introduce the weighted voting mechanism to the
ensemble trees. More specifically, we compute the accuracy
matrix of the classification accuracy am,j of each tree m in
each class j as shown in Table II.

The final result is computed according to (21). f (x) is the
ensemble result and Gm(x) is the classification judgement of
each tree m. Trees specialized in classifying different classes

Fig. 5. Main steps of improved RF.

TABLE II
ACCURACY MATRIX

of samples can maximize their advantages when deciding the
final result with higher weights

f (x) =
M∑

m=1

am,j · Gm(x). (21)

The whole process of the improved RF is illustrated in
Fig. 4, including the three modifications which are highlighted
in purple. The colorful histograms represent the accuracy of
each tree for each class, which have different lengths. The
figure shows the classification of a sample into class 2 as an
example. The modification made to the RF helps to strike a
balance between over-learning in the majority class and direct-
ing more emphasis on the minority class, which enhances its
performance for imbalanced dataset. Furthermore, the cost-
sensitive learning of misclassified samples also contributes to
the overall accuracy. By using the weighted voting mechanism,
various trees with distinguished abilities in classification can
be strongly combined. The main steps of the algorithm are
shown in Fig. 5.
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TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA USED IN OUR EVALUATION

VI. EVALUATION RESULT

In this section, we conduct several numerical experiments
to evaluate the proposed intrusion detection mechanisms.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

As the KDD Cup 1999 dataset [24] has been widely used to
evaluate various intrusion detection approaches, we perform a
five-class flow classification using a subset of it after down-
sampling in this paper. The distributions of both training and
testing data marked by their attack type are summarized in
Table III.

Generally, the performance of an intrusion detection is eval-
uated in the light of precision, recall, F-score, accuracy, and
false alarm rate (FA). We desire a system with a higher detec-
tion rate and a lower false rate. Another comparative metric
Cost is defined to measure the cost damage of misclassifica-
tion for different attacks per sample. Relevant details of the
dataset and evaluating metrics are introduced in our previous
work [25]. Since the quality of the selected features contributes
a lot to the final result of classification, we define the fitness
function in the evaluations by giving each of the two previous
performance metrics a certain weight as follows:

fitness = 0.6 · R + 0.4 · e−FA. (22)

B. Performance Analysis

We intend to evaluate the proposed mechanisms from three
aspects. First, we assess the optimality and convergence of
the proposed BA algorithm for feature selection. Second, we
estimate the detection ability of the enhanced RF algorithm
for flow classification on the overall dataset as well as in dif-
ferent classes of flows, respectively. Finally, we implement
the combination of the above-mentioned algorithms in the
proposed two-stage intrusion detection to make comparisons
with existing solutions.

1) Evaluations on the Proposed Bat Algorithm: There have
been several improvements made to the traditional BA to over-
come its inherent shortcomings [26], [27]. We carry out a
comparison with these methods as well as several typical SI
algorithms for feature selection together with RF for clas-
sification. The results are shown in Table IV in terms of
classification accuracy and false alarm rate. As noticed from
the table, the proposed algorithm selects the features that con-
tribute more to differentiate attack traffic, which gives rise
to higher accuracy and lower false rate. It is proved that
the proposed algorithm for optimal feature selection performs

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Fig. 6. Convergence comparison using different SI algorithms.

well, which is conductive to achieving better performance in
classification.

In Fig. 6, we verify the advantage of the proposed algo-
rithm in finding a better subset of features with higher fitness
within less iterations. It can be noticed that our algorithm
converges faster than the others at approximately 40 itera-
tions with a steeper slope, which lowers the time complexity.
Furthermore, it obtains a higher fitness value after convergence
and remains unchanged above the other curves. It validates
that the improvement of swarm division and mutation mech-
anism prevent from getting trapped into local minima and
search for a better solution. The linear time-varying parameters
also strengthen individuals with a dynamic searching ability
to adjust to the different phases of iterations.

Since the size of the swarm and the number of iterations are
two critical parameters in the process of solving optimization
problems, we evaluate their influence with various values in
Fig. 7. It is illustrated that the accuracy of the algorithm
enhances as the number of iterations increases with constant
number of individuals in the swarm. It can be deduced to some
extent that the more iterations the swarm goes through, the
better they evolve in finding the optimal solutions. Moreover,
the algorithm converges after a restricted number of iterations
after finding the approximate optimal solution. At the same
iteration, we can see that a larger swarm with more individ-
uals performs better than those of smaller ones. It is because
that a larger swarm with better population diversity can com-
municate more with each other interactively without gathering
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison using different numbers of individuals with
various numbers of iterations.

Fig. 8. Performance comparison using different methods of swarm division.

close to the local minima, which results in a greater searching
ability over a larger area.

One of the most significant improvements of the proposed
BA algorithm is the division of swarm into different popula-
tions. There are different kinds of methods to cluster individ-
uals into populations. Some just randomly assign individuals
into different clusters, whereas the others use clustering algo-
rithms in the light of various metrics. Therefore, we examine
the influence of different clustering algorithms on the final
BA algorithm and present the convergence results in Fig. 8. It
is apparent that K-means [28] clustering algorithm achieves
better performance with a higher fitness and faster rate of
convergence, since the adjacent individuals are clustered into
same subgroup based on distances. On the one hand, the
whole swarm moves toward the current best position by
learning within each subgroup as well as by sharing knowl-
edge between populations. On the other hand, each individual
only learns partially from the local best in its subgroup and
moves slightly in case of being badly affected by the local
minima.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

TABLE VI
DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN DIFFERENT CLASSES

Fig. 9. Overhead produced by algorithms with different numbers of flows.

2) Evaluations on the Proposed Random Forest Algorithm:
In Table V, we verify the advantages of the improved RF
algorithm by comparing the performance of detection in con-
trast with that of the ordinary RF algorithm and other machine
learning algorithms. All the classification algorithms use fea-
tures selected by the proposed BA as input. By altering the
weights of samples, each tree in the forest can be trained
more effectively through picking the samples which are more
frequently to be misclassified. By applying the weighted vot-
ing mechanism, the weight of each tree in a specific class is
directly affected by its performance, which contributes dis-
tinctively to determining the final result. As we can see,
it is obvious that the proposed method generates a better
performance in every metric.

We observe the detection performance of the improved
algorithm in five classes individually comparing with the
above-mentioned algorithms in Table VI. In real network sce-
narios, some intrusions generate more connections than others,
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TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF ALGORITHMS

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

which leads to an extremely unbalanced dataset for clas-
sification. The detection rate varies remarkably in different
classes. Usually, those intrusions with fewer flows generate
higher costs when misclassified, so it is urgent to improve
their performance for such cases. Thus, we solve the problem
through altering the weights of samples accordingly to stress
more attentions on those in the minority classes while avoid-
ing over-fitting for the majority ones. It can be observed
in Table VI, it is apparent that the proposed RF algorithm
improves the detection accuracy of minority intrusions dra-
matically while slightly increases the detection rate of the
majority ones. The result indicates that the algorithm adap-
tively balances its training for samples in different classes and
decides the final result according to its learning ability, which
accelerates the performance in each class.

We measure the overhead that the proposed algorithm
causes when classifying using the above-mentioned concept
cost. We compare the proposed algorithm with RF and the
other machine learning algorithms in Fig. 9. The metric
indicates that the more misclassified flows there are when
classifying, the more overhead the algorithm generates for
misclassification. As the number of flows grows, all of them
become more well-trained for classifying with fewer errors. It
can be seen that our algorithm produces less overhead than
the others.

3) Evaluations on the Performance of Combined Algorithms
in Two Stages: We evaluate different combinations of our
improved algorithms by comparing them with several groups
of traditional feature selection and machine learning algo-
rithms in Table VII. Since we know that the selection of
algorithms for feature selection and traffic classification pos-
sesses a mutual influence on each other, we care more about
the performance of the combination of them. As we can
see, it is obvious that the proposed methods achieve a better
performance among all the combination alternatives in every
metric.

Fig. 10. Processing times of different systems.

There have been several intelligent architectures proposed
to detect and prevent network intrusions under SDN environ-
ment [16], [19], [25], [29], [30]. We conduct a comparison
with the previous results in terms of classification accuracy
and error rate as described in Table VIII. The processing time
of each approach using a portion of flows in the dataset is also
illustrated in Fig. 10 to evaluate the efficiency. It can be noticed
that the proposed two-stage intrusion detection improves the
classification accuracy with a tolerable time consumption.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an AI-based two-stage intrusion detec-
tion implemented in SD-IoT networks. It leverages SDN
contributing to status monitoring as well as traffic capturing
under a global view. It integrates and coordinates two stages
of IDS, including feature selection and flow classification, to
detect novel intrusions with a self-learning ability. We improve
BA to select optimal features and design network flow classifi-
cation methods by enhancing RF algorithm. Evaluation results
validate the optimality of our proposed algorithms in achiev-
ing higher accuracy and lower overhead. The experiments also
reveal that the system improves its detection ability without
much time consumption compared with the existing solutions.

In the future, we will implement this approach in a real
network for traffic classification and evaluate the performance.
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